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U.S. Department of GENERAL COUNSEL 1200 New Jersey Ave., S.E.

Transportation Washington, DC 20590

Office of the Secretary
of Transportation

March 25, 2014

Mr. Jeffrey A. Lovitky
1776 K. Street, NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20006

Case No. EV2013 100001

Dear Mr. Lovitky:

This responds to your letter of February 24 to further clarify our findings that Kuwait

Airways is not in violation of U.S. anti-discrimination laws.

Kuwait Airways must comply with all applicable laws and regulations of the Government

of Kuwait. The carrier is subject to Kuwaiti legislation passed in 1964 declaring that

“every natural or legal person is prohibited to enter [sicJ into an agreement, personally or

indirectly, with entities or persons residing in Israel, or Israeli citizenship, or working for

or in the interest of Israel, regardless of their domicile, whenever the object of the

agreement is to conduct commercial deals, financial transactions or any other dealings,

regardless of nature.” As a practical matter, as long as this law remains in effect, Kuwait

Airways must refrain from offering service to individuals presenting an Israeli passport.

Kuwait Airways must also comply with Kuwaiti customs and immigration laws. To do

so, Kuwaiti law only permits entry to Kuwait to passengers holding a valid entry visa or

who are nationals from one of thirty-eight countries allowed entry to Kuwait without a

Kuwaiti entry visa. Israel is not among the thirty-eight countries whose citizens may

enter Kuwait without an entry visa, and since Kuwait does not have diplomatic relations

with Israel, holders of Israeli passports may not obtain entry visas. Kuwait Airways,

therefore, must refuse transportation on flights to Kuwait to any Israeli passport holders.

The U.S. State Department acknowledges that foreign governments may have restrictive

entry requirements for foreign nationals. Because Kuwait does not accept passports

issued by Israel as valid travel documents for entry into that country, either to visit or to

transit to another country, Kuwait Airlines’ policy does not violate U.S. anti-

discrimination laws. The policy is based on citizenship or passport status and does not

violate 49 U.S.C. § 40127, which prohibits a foreign air carrier from discrimination in air

transportation on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, ethnicity, or

disability; nor does it violate 49 U.S.C. § 41310, which prohibits unreasonable

discrimination in air transportation. A U.S. carrier operating to Kuwait would be subject
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to the same entry requirements as Kuwait Airways and WOUld flOt be in violation of U.S.

anti-discrimination laws if that carrier did not accept a passenger traveling on an Israeli

passport on a flight to Kuwait.

I would also mention that my January 9, 2014 letter to you closing our investigation of

discrimination by Saudi Arabian Airlines included detailed letters of explanation to

Senators Schumer and Murphy, which are also analogous to Kuwait Airways. I trust this

information is helpful. We have given your concerns about these discrimination issues

our thorough review and now consider the matter closed.

Sincerely,

Donald K. Day
Senior Aviation Analyst & Team Leader
Aviation Consumer Protection Division

Office of Aviation Enforcement and Proceedings
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